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The Nothing That Is: A Natural History of Zero by Robert M.
Kaplan
Senza lo zero, la matematica come la conosciamo non
esisterebbe. Ma qual è l' origine di questo simbolo che
rappresenta il nulla? Quando fu usato la prima.
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Senza lo zero, la matematica come la conosciamo non
esisterebbe. Ma qual è l' origine di questo simbolo che
rappresenta il nulla? Quando fu usato la prima.
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Yet this familiar expression is a gateway into the riotous
garden of mathematics, and sends us on a journey of
exploration in the company of two inspired guides, who trace
the life of the Pythagorean theorem from ancient Babylon to
the present, visiting along the way Leonardo da Vinci, Albert
Einstein, President James Garfield, and the Freemasons--not to
mention the elusive Pythagoras. At the same time, I would not
think this is a good book for a novice to math, or history, or
many other subjects.
Numbersnolongernamedordescribedobjectsbutbecameobjectsthemselvest
Curiosity may keep me going all the way through if I don't get
involved in a different book. Now, in Out of the Labyrinth,
Robert and Ellen Kaplan--the founders of The Math Circle, the
popular learning program begun at Harvard in reveal the
secrets behind their highly successful approach, leading
readers out of the labyrinth and into the joyous embrace of
mathematics. Honestly, he needs to go across the grounds at
Harvard and revisit the Humanities at a base level or maybe
take up some Anthropology to with the Greek German, and
Sanskrit he knows to bolster up his
Kaplanistheprofessoryoudreadedinclass,notbecausetheywerehard,notb
have used sand or beads or counting boards or diverse tools in
which the technique There are different ways to use and think
about mathematical concepts and they do not all leave a
historical record in a form that can be interpreted with
certainty. No screen time, I'm looking to unplug.
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